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Note from the editor: another year starts and we' re looking forward to the
dancing season; this might prompt you to think about penning a few lines to
me about what you read in this issue or what you'd like to read.
I was recently reading a book publ i shed around 20 years ago about dance
hi story and I l i ked the very simple di st i net ions they made for the four
surviving traditional teams; written I assume by one who wasn't particularly
struck by the intricacies of morris .. ...
"Abingdon (top hats), Chipping Camden(no hats) , Bampton in the Bush (bowler
hats) and Headington (caps) . "
Nowread on . ....
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Vaughan Willians Memorial Library Lectures
Malcolm Taylor has asked me to publicise this year's l ectures , which take
place on Fridays at 7.30 in Cecil Sharp House on the following topics:
22nd January : "The Lichfield Manuscripts: a celebration and an investigation"
Roy Judge
26th February: "Ribbons, Bells and Squeaking Fiddles: 250 years of morris
Dancing in the South Midlands"
Keith Chandler
26th March: "Gravely! Grovely! Gravely! and all Gravely! :t he history of Oak
Apple Day in Great Wishford"
George Frampton
23rd April: "No carnival in Britain [?] : Carnivalesque in the West Indies and
Calypso in Trinidad "
John Cowley.
Admission is free (collection

at end).

Do go along!

*******************************************

Folk South West
"A new plan for the Folk arts " was announced recently by South West Arts ,
which will be of interest to those living in the South West regions . Folk
South West will be established as a charity to provide information and advice
about folk arts and will be working with folk and traditional arts organisers
and artists , schools , community groups , local authorities and others.
Folk South West will be run by Eddie Upton and WendyLutley, both of whom
bring enormous expertise to the project . Eddie spent three years in Gateshead
as the country ' s first folk artist in residence and was the Display Director
at Sidmouth Festival for six years . Wendygrew up in Devonand i s experienced
in charity administration and community projects .
They are asking folk and traditional arts organisers and art i sts to tell them
what they are already doing and for local businesses and trusts to assist them
in financing projects and events . If you want to contact them they are on
0460 55311 or at Folk South West, PO Box 9, Ilminster , Somerset. TA199YX.
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THE GREAT
WISHF0RD
CLAIMRIGHTSDANCE
I was informed via a Morris Federation Newsletter that the Great Wishford
Faggot Dance evoked great interest amongst its membership in its early days perhaps because it is one of the few 'women-only' ceremonial dances in the
English tradition.
Somehowit behove me to re-research the whole enterprise
using the one tool largely ignored by folk-historians
over ten years ago,
namely that of newspaper archives.
It was Penny Brookmanof Kintbury MayMaidens who set me on my way, after she
had approached Janet Taylor who today leads the Great Wishford dancers in
their ' ritual' to annually claim the right to collect kindling and sundry
timber from nearby Gravely Wood. Whatfollowed comprised periodic visits from
my home (then) in Aldershot to Salisbury library to go through the archives
of the Salisbury Journal - a provincial newspaper which first saw 1 ight of day
in 1745. Researching 250 years of social history seemed an insurmountable
mountain to climb. Nowask any mountaineer why .. .
The village of Great Wishford (or Wishford Magna if you must) lies about six
miles north-west of Salisbury alongside the River Wylye, along one arm of a
river system confluving at Wilton with the River Nadder before joining the
Avon at the county town. Gravely Woodlies between the fork of Rivers Wylye
and Nadder and since time immemorial, the villages of Great Wishford and
Barford St Martin had rights to collect wood in it beyond those of surrounding
villages.
These rights were encapsulated in a charter dated 1602, amongst
whose central tenets was the proviso:
Item. The Lords, Freeholders, Tenants and Inhabitants of the Manor of Great
Wishford, or so many of them as would, in ancient time have used to go in a
dance to the Cathedral Church of our Blessed Lady in the City of New Sarum on
Whit Tuesday, in the said county of Wilts. and there made their claim to their
custom in the Forest of Grovely in these words "Grovely! Grovely! and all
Grovely!"
What the etymological sense of the words 'a dance' meant in seventeenth
century English is open to interpretation.
The physical act of dancing for
any apparently unreasonable length of time is not without parallel in the
English tradition . The Helston Furry Dance must rank as a role model and on
a local scale , the sporadic perambulations of St Christopher, the Salisbury
Giant and his compatriot "Hob-Nob", together with that of Shaftsbury's
Hanoverian custom of claiming their water rights in a dance by bartering their
"prize byzant" seems to probe the mentality of our neo-West country ancestor.
All that is, however, conjecture.
What actually was the dance whereby Great
Wishford claimed its rights to collect wood - Barford St. Martin seemingly
having abandoned theirs in favour of a Christmas dole?
The earliest literary reference doesn't seem to occur until 1886 following a
"notes and queries" exercise in the 1oca 1 paper during the previous year,
whereby . ..
" .. in the evening a procession is formed headed by a band, which first
proceeds to the Rectory, where standing in a circle, those present perform the
3
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ancient dance, after which one of their number shouts out "Grovely , grovely
and all Gravely" ...

I cannot find out in my own collection who described the dance performed in
Wishford today as a ""Victorian quadrille" but suspect (s)he is right. On the
circumstantial abstract given above, we are to assume an amorphous dance in
circular form for as manyas will which contrasts with a four handed reel seen
today and since 1904.
To cut the social historical aspect short, Great Wishford's villagers formed
themselves into their "Oak Apple Club" which this year (1992) claimed their
centenary despite records of the day showing that they were set up two years
before then.
The club was set up to fight the local landowner's claims
challenging the Gravely rights and somehowthey won! Such was their success ,
they voted themselves into dissolution and became absorbed into the local
friendly society. As it was, Oak Apple Day (or Royal Bough Day) meant much
more to the Wishford citizenry than Club-walking, so they preferred to
celebrate the former. Thus the club was re-formed in 1905, combining, as it
did , the best of all worlds including "t hat " dance!
What is identifiable as the "Claim Rights dance" seems to have originated in
1904, when " .. there was a large gathering at the Town End tree, where a
procession was formed which passed through the village to the Royal Oak field ,
where the woodpickers executed a quaint dance which is a feature of the annual
festival ." These dancers comprised ''four womendressed in old-fashioned sun
bonnets and sack-cloth dresses and carrying bundles of dry wood on their
heads" . The tradition goes that these womendress in character to honour four
womenfrom Barford St . Martin whowere arrested in Gravely in 1825 and put in
prison by an over-zealous official upon catching them in the act of collecting
wood. They were released the following day after one was bailed out to make
representations to Lord Pembroke' s steward to remind him of the 1603 Charter ,
held to be still active despite the Enclosure Act affecting Barford passed in
1809. Whether it was or not, historically , seems a moot point . Whilst onethird of the total area of Barford St. Martin lies in Gravely Wood
, only the
westernmost fringes of Wishford lie similarly. A similar Act of Enclosure for
Wishford could never be designed t o extin guish extra-parochial rights!
In 1920, "the four old villagers bearing faggots of wood on their heads
despite their years ... showed the greatest animation in dancing , much to the
amusement of the sightsee rs ".
The Oak Apple Club annually stage an exhibition of archival photographs and
one taken in 1923 displays the four womendancing towards a four-feet high
pyramid of faggots - nowadays the length of faggot is barely two-thirds of
that size. Twoof the dancers at this time included a Mrs King, whowas "well
over 70 years of age" in 1926 and a Mrs Vince, who had "taken part in similar
celebrations for over 50 years" in 1929.
Shortly after that, t he dance was abandoned. In 1931 the Salisbury Journal
reported that "four schoolchildren , Joan Haskell, Mary Hawkins, Lily Dyer and
Edith Thatcher executed a folk dance similar to that which used to be danced
by old womenof Wishford on Oak Apple Day in years gone by".
Four unnamed girls

performed the dance the following
4
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accompanimentof singing and whistling by boys of the village " . Nowhereelse
is the music supplied for the dance described.
It seems that for these two
years , the responsibility of performing the dance had been passed on to the
children of the village , The E.F.D. S.S. were known to have been active in
Wiltshire organising classes and archival photographs show children bearing
a shield they had won for their efforts in the 1925 procession.
After that the "senior citizenry" resumed their labours, dressing in costume
and walking the procession . In 1933, the photographs show a Mrs Hawkins, Mrs
Sanger and a Mrs Wootton taking part. In 1938 a Mrs Pearce who took part was
noted as having been the great-granddaughter of one of the internees from over
a hundred years previously.
The celebration of Oak Apple Day resumed in 1946 after the Second World War,
with little change. The revolution came in 1951 to mark the Festival of
Britain.
After a break of over 120 years, the wood-collecting rights were
claimed at Salisbury cathedral in a morning sevice. Also that year , the dance
was revived by Mrs Elsie Paddock, Mrs Thora Kerley, Mrs Ruby Pearce and Mrs
Florrie Newton, to the accompanimentby Fred Shergold on melodeon. This took
place in the afternoon at Wishford only , but in the following year , the dance
was once more performed outside the west door of the cathedral as it is today.
Someof the events of the day were recorded by Peter Kennedy in 1952 and the
tune he noted was "Roll Taties and Onions", which is better known to us as
"The Oyster Girl " . Two figures are performed: the first to the first and
third parts of "the Bluebell Polka", involving a number of evolutions by the
womencarrying a bundle of faggots each atop their heads; the second to "Roll
Taties and Onions" using figures danced about a pyramid of the faggots in the
middle of the square of dancers.
In other years the tunes , "The Keel Row"and "Pop goes the Weasel" have been
used. WhenI asked Mr Shergold about his choice of tune , to lend authenticity
to the use of "Bluebell Polka" - which was a number one chart-topper for Jimmy
Shand and his Band at the time- he referred to the carpet of bluebells in
Gravely Woodat that season , as though it was an omen. "Roll Taties and
Onions" is a tune known locally, including that of a processional for the
Salisbury Giant. The Vaughan Williams library also have a version of it as
a country dance from nearby Alvediston. The doggerel recited by Fred Shergold
to Barbara Butler in her article on the Gravely Rites is also recounted by
Spike Milligan as an old Sussex folk song:
"Apples be ripe,
Nuts be brown,
Petticoats up,
trousers down. "
Similar versions of the rhyme are al so known in the Chesil beach area of
Dorset .
Fred Shergold has supplied the music for all but three of the years since
1951, two of which featured the piano-accordian of George Kowslowski and the
other the melodeon-playing of ex-Hammersmithdancer Bob Philpotts , whose wife
Lindsay today dances as one of the foursome. One of the reasons why the dance
"tradition" began in 1904 has been so sporadic seems to have been the
5
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determined tenure by its participants to wear the sun-bonnets and sack-cloth!
The four who took part in 1951 formerly walked in procession years before
then. Even today , the pool of participants depends on availability on the
day. The only newcomerin the fourteen years I have witnessed the event was
in 1991 when the vicar ' s wife , Jackie Beake, stepped in as a last-minute
substitute to replace a dancer who had strained a tendon during practice!
Most of the information for this article has been researched from newspaper
archives and literary sources , rather than interviewing due to geographical
dictates.
Whilst the dance is important (and older than , say , that danced by
the Bacup Britannia Coconut Dancers) , there is still a need to record the
music of Fred Shergold - who is now in his seventies - for the sake of
posterity.
All my supplementary information can add is that he once played
clarinet in a military band and that he keeps a harmonica in his pocket, just
in case he breaks a melodeon reed during performance. Is there an outgoing
personality downthat way equal to the task, or must I get my ownact together
for next year?
©

George Frampton

June 1992.

As mentioned in MM11-2, his 40-page booklet is available for £2.25 (+ 30p
towards postage &packing) from the author at 10 Barrel Arch Close, Marden,
Tonbridge, Kent, TN129QQ.
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I NTERVIEW WIT H SALLY WEARING AND SUE SWIFT AT S IDMOUTHFOLK FESTIVAL

1992

For those who haven' t been, Sidmouth festival is an excellent holiday if you
enjoy watching morris teams and taking part in morris workshops. Sometimes
the weather is quite good too and you can enjoy the seaside aspect of it!
Over the last couple of years the dynamic duo have been heavily involved in
runing the morris at Sidmouth so we thought it would be interesting to talk
to them and hear their ideas and observations.
MM.Can you give your brief autobiographies?

SS. I started dancing in 1976 with Kesteven Morris when we left London. I was
involved in running the women's team there; we danced Cotswold, North West and
even a bit of Longsword. I was then asked to set up the men' s, then women
's
teams in Boston four years later.
I also started Kesteven Molly team which
danced out at Christmas. Eight years later in Leicester, I taught Ansty
Royale Chalfonte (a North West side) and danced with Black Annis (Cotswold)
with whomI still dance. I also danced in Duns Tew.
For nine years I was technical officer for the Morris Federation and have been
involved in the archive group, the notation group, the Dance Conference and
for the last two years have helped to organise the morris workshops here at
Sidmouth.
SW. I started dancing in 1972 at Bath University and was there for four
years.
I moved to Coventry and joined Phoenix, a new women's side who
subsequently became a mixed side. After 6 months there I was elected foreman
and have been foreman ever since. I was a founder memberof Chinewerde in
1982 and was involved in the start of Icentone (now Long Itchington), although
I was initially teaching them rather than a team member; I joined three years
later.
I am still with Phoenix and Long Itchington and did dance with Duns
Tew. I have just started a mixed Rapper side.
I was meetings secretary of the Morris Federation for four years and elected
as president in 1984. It's been suggested it's time I stood down! Like Sue,
I ' m involved with the archive and notation groups, the Dance Conference and
the Morris at Sidmouth. Wedo a lot of work together teaching at workshops.
MMHowmuchtime do you each spend on morris each week?

SWThree practices

plus some committee work; some weeks it's

SS I try not to let morris interfere

very busy!

with my working hours!

MM
Canyou describe your responsibilities

at SidmouthFolk Festival this year?

SS/ SWWeran the beginners ' Cotwsold workshops two years ago and were asked
(or we volunteered) to also organise the advanced Cotswold workshops as well
in 1991. We weren't entirely happy with the programming of morris at
Sidmouth; somehow workshops got neglected or forgotten,
so they were
eventually held in out-of-town venues at awkward times. There was also a
problem in that the competitions clashed with other morris events.
7
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We spoke with Eddie Upton, Alan Bearman and other people involved in the
morris at Sidmouth then met later to suggest ideas. After that we were asked
how much we' d like to organise , so we organised all the workshops: clog,
rapper . .. everything except Appalachian. Also the lecture series and music
sessions.
We were involved with the competitions , suggesting judges and
preparing adjudication sheets. Wealso each judged a competition this year.
The Festival organisers this year came up with the idea of half-price tickets
for morris teams. They said it would take about two hours each day but it's
worked out at less than that - they asked us to recommendteams and we
shortlisted 20. The point of it was that they wanted to raise the standard
of the teams busking on the front which is where a lot of visitors see morris ,
so by encouraging teams to come on half-price tickets , the general audience
gets to see better morris than it would do otherwise . It was definitely a
try-out for this year and there will be a discussion to see how it ' s gone.
It's fairly certain that we will be organising the Sidmouth morris next year
and we've already had lots of ideas. We've tried a lot of different things
this year , such as the "introduction to morris " taking the place of beginners
workshops and they ' ve been ever so successful . Wemight extend that concept
of using invited teams to run workshops to get away from the idea of
beginners / advanced. Also we had a border workshop which we would hope to
extend . We changed the format of "advanced" workshops to have individual
sessions rather than one person running them all week. The theme was based
around improving the standard of morris dancing , which again is why the
festival encouraged the half -price tickets and competitions .
SWWe did one workshop on how to win competitions , which apparently some
people didn ' t come to because it might put them off!
SS The theme this year was definitely
it will be slightly different.

presentation and performance, each year

MMWhatabout the morris party on the Sunday night?

SWThat was Sue' s ideal The venue could have been better - but it was nice
that a lot of people dropped in . It was free and timed to follow all the
morris competitions; a party was a novel idea for the festival . Wehad silly
games and silly dancing and it was quite successful.
The idea was to let
people get together and discuss the competitions and dancing during the day.
Bascially Sunday was to be THEday for morris . Wewanted to avoid workshops
clashing with the morris performances.
MM
Howmuchare you invol ved with the prograRlllingof events?

SS The planning of display teams is part of the main progamme
, so although we
suggested teams to invite , the ultimate teams appearing weren't necessarily
our choice . Split responsibilities meanthat the ceremonial dance competition
is the area of Derek Schofield (the Arena producer) , although he didn't
organise the judges . Morris minors comes under the Children ' s director while
the booked teams and workshops should come under the Arena producer. Wehave
to emphasise that this year was a try-out and we need to see if people think
it ' s worked.
8
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MMOn to the competitions - how do you see their future?

SS/ SWIf they're going to happen, they've got to be well run. A few years ago
the standard went down and this tended to give the morris a bad name. So we
thought that if the competitions are to happen, they ' ve got to be good.
There' s been somediscussion about whether a showcase would be preferable; the
idea of getting people on stage to perform is still a problem. The jig
competition isn't such a problem: when you' re dancing solo you do have to
think very carefully about what you're doing , in a set dance there are people
to hide behind, so getting a team into the ceremonial dance needs a lot of
preparation . One of the things we hoped to improve is the way that teams
entering feel about the competition, encouraging a positive moodthat even to
enter the competition is a good thing. There have been commentslike "Only
Cotswold teams can win", which aren't true (Longswordwon in 1991!). People
must rememberthat at the end of it, it ' s a dance competition , presentation
isn't everything.
SS I think until a team has entered it , they don' t always appreciate what they
look like on stage , right in front of the judges . Dancing in the competition
requires a slightly different approach from dancing in the streets.
SWIt ' s difficult to not let your prejudices get involved, if you' ve seen all
the teams before . The winning team (Stony Stratford) had obviously worked
very hard on presentation, they took it seriously and there was a climax to
the show. Someteams don' t appear to take it seriously ; even humourneeds to
be taken seriously .
MMWhatare your personal best and worst morris moments?

SWDancing at Bromyardfor the first time in 1982 with a fantastic audience,
dancing in Duns Tew that first year and the first time that Long Itchington
danced at Kirtlington.
Myworst momentwas at Letterkenny Festival in 1973 when Bath were the British
team. On a stage in front of hundreds of people , while dancing Bumpusof
Stretton (Ilmington) I sidestepped right instead of left, bumped into my
neighbour and collapsed giggling. Also, being the only one in a short skirt
in my first day dancing out , the rest of the team were in long skirts!
SS Amongthe best , being elected technical officer for MF, it was a good
opportunity to get involved in research. Also dancing in Duns Tewthe first
year, there ' s something about the Esplanade in the dark when the hankies show!
I get a buzz watching the jig competition each year , whenyou' ve been involved
in morris for a long time you can get a bit critical but that's a highlight
at Sidmouth.
Myworst momentwas at the International Festival in Munich in 1984, dancing
with Kesteven. Wewere due to go on fifth , we realised the fourth team were
on stage so rushed up. Wehad to wait then for ages in the dark and when we
eventua 11y got on stage the dance went horribly wrong and everyone was
swearing to themselves; once off stage the whole team collapsed in giggles.
The other occasion was when dancing in Leicester - again waiting in the dark
on a theatre stage - and I couldn't see to place my fingers on the melodeon
so I started in the wrong place and took about three attempts to start the
9
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tune ! Once the l ight were on it was OK.
MMWhatare your fantasies about the morris at Sidmouth?

SS/ SWChanging facilities
for morris teams! For example, this year Bantam
Cocks had several spots in one day but no facilities to change in between the
spots . Foreign teams get schools . .. it would be nice to see British teams
given the same status . What about teams that have to black up? In fairness ,
it has been discussed but there is no spare room.
A bugbear about workshops - the rather 1arge majority who don' t attend
workshops, howdo we attract them? Partly the Bowdis a poor venue if people
want to get parked in Sidmouth early , but it ' s the ideal size . There' s always
going to be a compromise on successful workshops; if attendance appears low
the workshop won' t merit a better venue next time. However most of the
workshops have attracted 70 to 80 people .
MMWhatdo you see f or the Morri s Federati on in the future?

SW
/ SS It ' s changed incredibly from a small amateur group to one of comparable
status to the Ring. A lot of things we str uggled with in the early days we
now take for grant ed. The aims have stayed the same. We'll need to become
more involved with professionals in dance technique etc . Weare probably reinventing the wheel her e . Morris is unique : it ' s sport / club/ hobby/ support
group and we need to look at professionalism in all areas . There' s been a
huge change in dancing since we started almost 20 year s ago! Wehope that the
Ring continues in parallel , although they may have problems in that they
haven' t opened up as we have, it's nice to be able t o comm
unicate with them.
Whatever the future of morri s , we can' t imagine not being involved and working
to make it more exci ting f or everyone. Morris is bound to change gradually
both within the organisat i on and within the teams themselves , as will be seen
at Sidmouth and other major morris events over the next ten years or so and
we hope we' ll still be there to share the fun .
August 1992
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Sidmouth Workshops
Following on from talking with Sally and Sue, we thought it would be worth
jotting down some of the ideas from the advanced workshops they set up.
Specific themes were covered by different people each day.
It started with how to win competitions , this session being run on the day
of the dance competition. The main contributors to this session were Roy
Dommett, Ian Hurst , Geoff Hughes and Darrell Hurtt.
Performance was mentioned: a concept of "morris manners" - what happens when
the showgoes wrong, howdo the performers place themselves in re l ation to the
audience , etc? Useful ideas brought out were showmanship,sense of the team,
belief in yourself , begin and end the show, interest the audience ... and read
the rules!
Be natural, stick to team style rather than creating an artificial
performance. Have a fl ow with in and between dances and rapport between
dancer(s) and musician(s). Don't neglect technical accuracy - it helps!
With jigs specifically in mind, look at the musician (not the floor) and be
aware of your physical limitations : only do tricky things like twizzles if
you can do them well.
Darrell later on ran a session on jigs , where he dispelled some of the
mystique of jig format . If a tune is an 8-bar phrase , then the music will fit
a long foot up; if it is 2 4-bar phrases , then do a short foot up twice (it
makes sense!) Likewise, for slows, if there's only a short phrase then do 2
slows and a finish ing movement(a jump etc) and repeat completely ; if a long
phrase then don't do a figure ending in the middle of it.
If the tradition
lacks slows, just try slowing down the normal steps.
Howto maintain
audience and if
phrases require
is repeated for

interest - double jigs can give the sense of rivalry to the
dancers face one another this adds more interest.
Short
repetition of the music to complete a figure and if all this
a second dancer then it may seem boring.

There was another session run on performance - Darrell taught us a coming on
dance; Roy gave each small group a series of steps and then asked us to
produce a dance - it's amazing what different ideas can appear depending on
the experience and character of the individual groups! Mention was made of
using variety of repertoire , walking on and off smoothly (rather than as a
shambles); respecting your audience and not blocking their view.
The programmefor beginners' workshops was along similar lines and included
introductions to border and Molly dancing as well as the more usual Cotswold
and North-West.
We really enjoyed hearing the exchange of ideas at the workshops and look
forward to hearing what people are prompted to discuss at Sidmouth 1993.
Sally and Sue seem to have plenty of ideas for next year - don' t miss them!
Jill

Griffiths

and Beth Neill

Q
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MORRIS
DANCING
IN AMERICA
PRIORTO 1913 (part 2)
Broadway
A NewYork City poster advertises a morris dance as part of a minstrel show
given at the American Concert Hall at 444 Broadway. I have been able to date
this as February or March 1861. The American arranger of the dance, Harry
Leslie (1837 - 1876) had been previously associated with minstrel shows as
musician, dancer and manager and had previously run a NewYork City dance
academy in 1856. The nine female dancers were American professional dancers
and actresses whose names appear in the records of the NewYork stage of that
time . Mary Blake seems to have been particularly popular. In addition,
through her marriages to Billy Quinn (1837- 1863) and Bobby Newcomb(1847 1888) she was wife to two prominent professional clog dancers of the time.(l)
Contemporywith this Broadwayperformance, some form of "morris dancing" was
regularly seen on the English stage .
Few details are known of the
choreography. Roy Judge has recently named this phenomenon "theatrical
morris" and has discovered 50 references to it between 1821 and 1870 (2)
Leslie ' s dance may have been inspired by these English performances but this
is mere speculation.
Morris Music in America
In the years prior to 1913, four pieces of sheet music involving morris music
were published in the U.S. The earliest of these is ''The Morris Dancers" by
and American namedGlenville Dean Wilson (1833 - 1897), printed in Boston in
1878. Next is "Morris Dance" by Sir Alexander MacKenzie (1847 - 1935),
printed in NewYork and London in 1899. The third work is "Morris Dance" by
Harry Ernest Warner, printed in Philadelphia in 1904. Finally, "MockMorris"
by Percy Grainger (1882 - 1961) was printed in 1911 in NewYork, Boston and
London. These four pieces are most likely the original works of professional
composers. Indeed, Grainger makes it clear that his is an original work: "The
rhythmic cast of ' MockMorris' somewhatresembles traditional English morris
tunes ... though no actual tunes were made use of. The piece was prompted by
the motto:'Always merry and bright ' ". Four additional pieces of "morris
dance" sheet music were printed in the U.S. later in this century. (3)
American references to traditional

morris in England

Twobrief descriptions of early nineteenth century morris dancing were widely
available in America, in the works of Washington Irving . Irving had lived in
England from 1815 to 1822 and published accounts of visits to a fictional
Yorkshire country home in Sketch Book (1819) and Braceridge Hall (1822). His
accounts describe the morris as an ongoing, if old fashioned tradition.
Irving briefly describes a MayDay entertainment in which "A band of morris
dancers were capering on the green in their fantastic dresses, jingling with
their hawk's bells, with a boy dressed up as Maid Marian and the attendant
fool rattling his box to collect contributions from the bystanders"(4).
Dancing at Christmas is described in more detail.
"Wehad not been long home
when the sound of music was heard from a distance . A band of country lads
without coats , their shirt-sleeves tied with ribbands, their hats decorated
12
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with greens and cl ubs in their hands, were seen advancing up the avenue,
followed by a large number of villagers and peasantry. They stopped before
the hall door, where music struck up a peculiar air and the lads performed a
curious and intricate dance, advancing, retreating and striking their clubs
together, keeping exact time to the music; while one, whimsically crownedwith
a fox ' s skin, the tail of which flaunted downto his back, kept capering round
the skirts of the dance and rattling a Christmas box with manyantic gestures.
The squire eyed this fanciful exhibition with great interest and delight and
gave a full account of its origin, which he traces to the times when Romans
held possession of the island; plainly proving that this was a lineal
descendant of the sword-dance of the ancients.
It was now, he said, nearly
extinct, but he had accidentally met with traces of it in the neighbourhood,
and had encouraged its revival; though to tell the truth, it was apt to be
followed by rough cudgel-play and broken heads in the evening" (5).
In 1876, MacMillan and Sons re-published a segment of Sketch Book entitled
"Old Christmas" and commissioned illustrations from Randolph Caldecott (1846 1886), the English illustrator of children's books, for whomthe Caldecott
Prize is named(6) . Caldecott ' s works include a drawing of the Christmas-time
morris dance.
These accounts by a popular American author could have influenced nineteenth
century American's perceptions of morris dancing. The desc i pt ion of the
Christmas dance could match our current conceptions of either "Cotswold" or
"Border" morris, although for either one, the Yorkshire location would be
exceptional. It is curious that Irving ' s fictional squire anticipates by over
80 years Sharp's theory that the morris may have evolved from sword dancing.
Two American magazines of early this century describe the morris of the
traditional Cotswold teams (7). The first is by Sir Max Beerbohm (1872 1956), a famous English essayist and a lifelong friend of William Nicholson,
who described his impressions of the Eynshammen dancing at Woodstock in
Harper's Magazine in 1907 and illustrated his article with four of Nicholson's
paintings(8).
This was reprinted in England in 1923 in Yet Again, a
collection of his essays . In his essay, "A Morris for May Day", Beerbohm
describes the dancing , including an incident in which a honking automobile
drives through a set of dancers, demoralising them (possibly the first
instance of an event well knownto current sides).
In his Harper's essay ,
Beerbohmbelieves that much of the beauty of the morris lies in the village
tradition and that it would be better off extinct than revived by outsiders:
"I hope it will be held sacred to those in whomit will be a tradition -- a
familiar thing handed down from father to son. None but they would be worthy
of it . Others would ruin it." His position is stated most strongly in his
last paragraph : "I would make no effort to conserve them ... If this dance
cannot live without desecration, let it die." In Yet Again, Beerbohmalters
his essay significantly by rewriting the final paragraph.
"Long may the
morris linger ," he writes , "even at the expense of being danced by aesthetic
ladies and gentlemen." This softening of views is likely related to the
popularity of the morris revival (9).
Last is a brief article from The Nation in 1914. The author's informant is
a Warwickshire man who had danced the morris as a boy near Stratford around
1870. A brief desription of the dancing is given, including the presence of
13
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a hobby horse carrying an inf lated pig ' s bladder and a fiddler for a musician .
Their kit included , "smocks, t op hats , knee britches with bells at their knees
and ribbons crossed on thier legs and arms". The informant describes nine
morr is men dancing in a c ir cle . To my knowledge, this is the sole reference
to a nine-man Cotswold morris dance. The use of nine men is supported by two
of the morris songs recorded by the author :
Nine men in a ci r cle doth stand
Each one ready to clasp in hand. ...
amd
Wenine men, bold and sound,
We'll amuse you r ound your town.
A total of 77 lines of verse were taken from the informant . These include a
short song apparently associated with the custom of requesting a token of
appreciation from the audience in exchange for the dancing :
A stick or a stake
For King George' s sake .
I pray thee , old dame
Give us a faggot or two,
And if not , we' ll take two
As us used to do.
©

(10)

Rhett Krause, Mar ch 1992

Thanks to Country Dance and Song for permission to publish parts of Rhett ' s
articles . The orig inal full text appeared in volumes 21-22.
Editor's note : since the last issue I received a letter f r om Jim Brickwedde,
who edits the American Morris Newslet te r and wishes me to point out that in
the first part of Rhett ' s article , I innocently transc r ibed the nameof Claude
Wright from the text sent. This is a subject dear to Jim' s heart since he has
researched the role of Claud (no e) Wright for sever al years ; see his article
in Folk Music Journal , 1990, 6(1) . Please , no "e" !
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Footnotes
1. Part of the 1861 program has been reproduced in American Morris Newsletter (11:2) . My dating is as
follows: the American Concert Hall existed from August 8, 1860 to Februar y 15, 1866; Bill y Quinn (mentioned
in the poster ) died September 5, 1863; the poster mentions an upcoming show on Wednesday March 20, March
20 fell on a Wednesday in 1863. Harry Leslie was born in East Troy, NewYork; for more details on his
career, see T. Alston Brown, A History of the American Stage from the First Performance in 1732 to 1901 (New
York: Dodd, Mead and Co., 1903) 11:470 - 4722. Leslie died immediately after a minstrel show performance
in Allygarth, India on July 7 1876, according to the Boston Advertiser (September 2, 1876) . George C
O'Dell, Annals of the NewYork Stage (NewYork: Colombia Universit y Press, 1931)

2. Roy Judge,"Theatrical Morris" in Theresa Buckland, ed . , Traditional
Higher Education , 1988) 6: 202 - 206

Dance (Crewe and Alsager College of

3. G. D. Wilson, The Morris Dancers, sheet music (Boston : White, Smith and Co. , 1878). Wilson was born in
Connecticut and liv ed most of his life in Nyack, NewYork, according to Baker's Biographical Dictionary of
Musicians, 4th ed. (New York: G Schirmer, 1940), pl192.
Alexander MacKenzie , Morris Dance, sheet music (New York:Novello, Ewer and Co., 1899). MacKenzie was a
Scot who received his musical training in Germany, according to Stanley Sadie, ed., The NewGrove Dictionary
of Music and Musicians (London: Macmillan, 1980), 11:441.
H. E. Warner, Morris Dance, sheet music (Philad elp hia :Theodore Presser, 1904); several other works by
Warner were published in London, but I have found no other i nformation on him.
Percy Grainger, Mock Morris, sheet music (New York, G. Schirmer 1911) . Grainger lived in Austra l ia,
Germany and England before settling in the U.S. in 1914.
The four later pieces (all called Morris Dance) are by (1) Rosseter G Cole, from the opera The Maypole
Lovers, Act II (Chicago and NewYork: Clayton F. SummyCo., 1948) ; (2) Robert Crane, (Pub. unknown, 1954,
copy in U.S. Librar y of Congress ) ; (3) Hazel Cobb, (New York: Mills Music, 1962) and (4) William Kraft,
percussion solo (Los Angeles, Western International Music, 1964)
4 . Washington Irving, Braceridge Hall (Tarry town, NewYork:Sleepy Hollow Restoration,

1978) p226

5. Washington Irving, Old Christmas (London; Macmillan and Co., 1876) plll
6. Henry Blackburn, Randolph Caldecott : A Personal Memoir of His Early Career (London: Sampson, Low,
Marston, Searle and Rivington, 1886)
7. In addition to the American articles, a 1906 Canadian magazine describes the Abbotts Bromley horn dance,
Haxey hood game and other folk tradition : Sarah A. Tooley, "Old Christmas Customs in England", Canadian
Magazine, 28 (December 1906) ppl22 - 134
8 . William Nicholson (1872 - 1949) was an English Artist who did a series of paintings
between 1897 and 1903

of the Eynshammen

9. See the obituary for Beerbohm in The NewYork Times (May 20, 1956) p86:l.
Lilian Browse, William Nicholson , (Plymouth, England: Bowering Press, 1956), pl?. Max Beerbohm.
"A Morris for May Day", Harper's Magazine (October 1907), 787 - 794.
Max Beerbohm, Yet Again, third ed. (Kingswood, Surry: Windmill, 1951) pp 165 - 181
10. O.L. Hatcher, "Old Warwickshire Morris Dances and Songs", The Nation, 99 (October 15, 1914) p465
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Organising a weekend of dance - some additional thoughts

I was prompted to write this after reading Tracey Manning' s commendable
article in Morris Matters (Vol. 11 Part 2). I am glad to say that , having
experienced a 7 Champions' Weekendof Dance, it is all true! Here are a few
of my thoughts based on my experiences of attending and organising many days
and weekends of dance.
Travel

Coaches and buses are not cars - they are much slower and bigger . It is
worthwhile timing prospective routes , especially long ones, by driving an
ancient car (eg Morris Minor) or going at half your normal speed. Look out
for tight bends and low bridges . I remembera recent Fed. Day when the coach
got stuck under a low canal bridge and then overheated , leaving us to walk a
mile to the lunch-time pub. Fortunately, it soon came on to rain and we had
to stay in the pub all afternoon . It is worthwhile checking with the bus
company that your timings are possible and the route acceptable . Do not
assume that buses instinctively
follow t he same route that you would.
Consider organising someone with a map or knowledge to di r ect the driver ,
especially if there i s something interesting to see (our dr i ver was not to
knowthe significance of Ascott-Under-Wychwoodas we sailed past the road to
it) .
Timing

Timings should allow for humanbehaviour. A quick stop at a pub for a dance
and drink is rarely quick . Whatever you hope, pub bars att r act Morris Dancers
(particularly men) as do the loos (womenseem to spend ages queueing for
them). So, allow ' dead' time (about 15 minutes minimum) for the ritual
filling and emptying of tanks . People do also like to have time to wander
around the splendid venues that you may have visited . A good hour is often
essential to avoid feeling frustrated at not having done the site justice .
Allow plenty of time for people to unwind, shower etc before the evening bash.
Venues

Saturday day-time venues can be difficult if you do not have attractive towns
nearby. Even then , people are often too busy to stop and watch in between
shopping and chauf feuring the kids . Consider captive audiences , eg a boarding
school , adult education college with weekend courses (often in pleasant
establishments) , old people's homes, or cr aft fairs (which often pay you to
dance) . I should avoid zoos with elephants (sorry Tracey)!
Tea

Afternoon tea can be the highl ight of some tours . Manydancers are flagg ing
by mid-afternoon and welcome such a break (especially t hose who are not great
beer drinkers) . Tea shop audiences can also be mor e appreciative than a twomen-and-a-dog pub audience .
Informati on

Keep everybody well informed, eg by distributing
16
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timings and events at the start of the day. It can also be helpful to list
locations of cash dispensers and useful shops. Sending maps in advance to
participants showing the locations of all the venues helps everybody to
arrive, allows late-comers to catch up and friends or family to watch when
possible . I usually photocopy sections of bits of maps, annotate them with
the t imes and stick them onto one sheet (an A3 photocopier helps to r eproduce
the final article).
Cocktails

Wehave found that starting the evening with a cocktail party helps to break
any residual ice . Limiting the choice to about 4 or 5 seems to be adequate .
Adrian Williams
(Past Bagman
, Squire and Foremanof Redbornstoke Morris.)
October 1992
One Morr is Team Not Enough?
Try Downes on Tou r and TOD
for spirited
dancing,
restaurant
bas hing and sociab li ty.
Men dance Bl edington
and
Ascott,
Women dance Fieldtown
Conta ct:

Chris

071-350-2570
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DANCES
FORFOUR
This continues Roy' s series of howto improvise whenyou lose part of the team
and still have to put on a show
or how to put on a longish performance
with a small number of people!
Dances for four imply starting in a square , either facing the centre or sideby-side facing the other pair.
The formation allows the exploitation of
features not available when in a set of six . The solutions can be different
to those suggested for three dancers . To be successful the changes to make
a dance "work" should appear choreographed, that is something definitely
different and not fudged. The adaptation of dances has to face two issues .
(a) Alternat ives to the Morris Half Hey
The following may be used to replace the half heys, either
substitution throughout a dance or to use them all.

using the same

1. Rounds
The simplest and least interesting possibil ity is to use half rounds instead
of the half hey and to drop rounds out of the figure order. A variation could
be to start with a cross over and then move into the remainder of half rounds.
2. Diagonal Cross and Back.
First corners move cross and turn in the opposite diagonal ' s place and come
back, passing r ight shoulders both times and taking 4 bars in all. The second
corners do the same but not quite simultaneously , lagging sufficiently to
cross behind the first corners . It is a simple movementbut it has a lot of
bustle.
3. Diagonal Reel
The first corners move into the centre , bearing to their left . passing right
shoulders , going into a Reel of Four on the diagonal and starting by passing
their original opposite by the left shoulders . The dancers end the half reel
in the diagonally opposite place . They have to get a move on. There is no
time for a hesitation in starting the movementbecause of the distance to be
travelled.
Alternatively , or in a repeat , the other corner could lead into
the reel.
4. The Figure
Instead of thinking of a set of four as the end pairs of a set of si x, they
could be the top two pairs . The middles following the tops is the basis of
"The Figure " of the Stourton Caudle Stave Dances. Both pairs face up to start
and each second follows their first . The top pair casts out and moves down
until they are passing outside their seconds, they then turn in to face across
and start a half Reel of Four cross the set , ending finally in the opposite
place from which they started .
5. Round the Square
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Opposites move forward and meet right shoulder to right shoulder and swing,
by the hand, elbow or waist hold, once or twice round. Then move on to meet
the person whowas originally their neighbour, on the far side of the set and
swing again , either the same hand or the reverse . They are now half way
round. To complete the second half, continue for two more repeats to get back
to their starting places.
Cb) Adjustments to the Figures
1 Square Morris
The intermediate figures have two halves . These can be split , doing the first
half with one's opposite across the set and the second half with one's
neighbour along the side of the set . This concept seems to go well with stick
dances .
2. Line Morris
This concept is rather like turning the set inside out , The team' s starting
position is in one line rather than in two lines <l <2 <3 <4.
Figures:
Foot up etc
Half Gip

as one would expect .
done moving out to the side , two going one way and two the
other and the second half being to the other side. Suggest that
the set is thought of as normally l> <2 3> <4 so that dancers do
the first half to their left and the second to their right .. . Note
that this is out at right angles to the line, not shoulder to
shoulder as in normal Cotswold Morris .

Back-to-Back done along the line with the dancer one is facing
Rounds
Hey

the dancers move out to their left so that they move easily into
a circle going clockwise
is a Reel of Four along the centre line

Choruses
Somechoruses are easily adapted by,
(i) dancing the distinctive part in the pairs and then doing a half reel .
Examples could be clapping dances.
(ii) move forward during the distinctive part , passing as in a reel and then
doing a half reel back to place. In this arrangement there is no need to
repeat the second half of a chorus to get back to place! Examples could be
"Bobbing Around" and other active dances that do not require partner
interaction . This concept seems to go well with handerchief dances .
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DANCES
FORFIVE
The asymmetryof five dancers is difficult
start ing patte r ns ,

to handle . There are two obvious

(a) four i n a square and the ot her in the centre , as fo r the pi ps on a pl ay ing
card.

The fifth dancer would act as a wild card , in the centre for foot-up and
r ounds and able to dance a path at will in the intermediate figures , per haps
joining one group for half of whole gip or hands round etc , making it a
threesome and changing to the other group f or the second half.
The obvious chorus pattern i s the Dorset Five HandReel with the four corner s
working together along the diagonals and t he joker moving out of phase with
them.
(b) three on one side and t wo on the other

Rather than makethe f oot up unbalanced, all the dancers could face the centre
and dance to and from the centre rather than up and/ or downthe set. The half
gip works only to one side or shoulder , the three embracing the two, thus it
should be to the same side twice (like Kirtlington) . Back-to-Back would be
best done as a crossover . Heys for five would take too long, but a reel of
four with one of the ends, probably preferably the bottom, dancing a half or
whole round as appropriate on their own outside would be acceptable .
If the set starts in a r ing, there need be no natural t op direction and
choruses could r otate ar ound the set each dancer in turn being the equivalent
of the leader.
Chorus stepping e .g. sidesteps and jump, could be danced
facing the centre rather than to an opposite .
©

Roy Dommett1990
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Roy D011111ett's
Instructional Weekend
(13th to 15th November, 1992)

Friday 13th November - unlucky for some - saw a host of enthusiastic Morris
dancers descend upon the Courthill Ridgeway Cemtre, just south of Wantage,
with beautiful views across the Berkshire Downsand "within sight of many of
the places where the South Oxfordshire Morris grew" - well it would have been
had the heavy rain and fog lifted for more than five minutes!
The purpose of this motley gathering (which included a stray hiker who
stumbled upon us by accident) was Roy Dommett's "Sixth and Absolutely Final
Annual Farewell Tour". As the advertising blurb explained , "Roy will provide
his usual and completely unpredictable mixture of instruction, discussion,
archive material and anecdote". And we were not to be disappointed, for the
weekend saw us cover a wide range of dance theory, background history and
complementarydance traditions brought together in such rapid succession that
at times I felt like saying, "Hangon, Roy, couldn't we just go over that bit
once again?" This of course is to miss the point of the weekend, for the
purpose was not to be spoon-fed but to explore for ourselves howto translate
a verbal concept into physical movement.
Indeed, one of the most forceful and valid points brought up at the weekend
was the contrast between beginners and experienced dancers, that is, those who
are "controlled by the dance" and those who "express themselves through the
dance". In short , the aim of the weekendwas to make us think - think about
what we were doing, howwe were doing it and, most importantly, why?
The instruction soon started for, after a quick meal at the Hostel on the
Friday evening, the tables and chairs were cleared away and we launched into
dances from some of the more local, living traditions.
Perhaps I should not
really mention which tradition , for fear of upsetting the teams who hold them
sacred but for us it was a pleasure to explore those styles that we do not get
a chance to dance often, if ever, and which we might only get to see once or
twice a year. However, the evening degenerated somewhatwhen we started a
"drunken sailor" style Ilmington, with a rolling single step and a sidestep
that would have made John Travolta jealous!
The evening ended with a discussion concerning whoactually danced the Morris,
with a plea for the Morris autobiographies of those whodance today. Although
there was some debate as to whether those present were actually upper working
or middle class, with distinctions based upon humour and the different ways
different social groups enjoy themselves, it was agreed that in the 19th
century the Morris was certainly not danced by the very lowest groups in
society - that distinction was held by the Mummers! Indeed, the people who
patronised the Morris would not have allowed the riff-raff to perform on their
lawns, which is why the Mummers
were restricted to the pubs.
On Saturday and Sunday the sessions were held at Laine's Barn, a 17th century
building which added greatly to the atmosphere. Thanks must go to the staff
there (and also at the Youth Hostel) for providing us with excellent meals and
facilities
over the weekend.
Webegan with the importance of dance technique, not only from the aesthetic
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point of view, but also with regard to the prevention of injuries.
All too
frequently such concerns are taken for granted or neglected by teams, but this
is not the place to repeat Roy' s commentsin detail.
Instead I would strongly
urge Roy to publish in a future edition of Morris Matters a summaryof the
excellent hand-out he gave us from his Sidmouth workshop which covered much
the same ground and which should prove invaluable to Morris teachers
everywhere.
Having thus learnt the dynamics of howto jump properly , we proceeded to put
the theory into practice with sessions on Bledington , Stanton Harcourt,
Bampton, the Derbyshire tradition of Taddington, and a Basque(?) stick dance
for eight people that could almost have been Lichfield but with more
complicated choruses . One of the more interesting exercises , with regard to
the Bledington in particular, was to dance the "tract it ion" in the various ways
it has been collected and published. This included the now infamous "hookingby-rule" whereby a dancer hook-legs off the same foot throughout the dance,
irrespective of which foot was actually used to start the figure . The choice
of foot is determined instead by the initial position in the set - a dancer
hook-legging onto the foot they would normally use to finish a half-hey . This
felt totally unnatural and led to much fudge-footing, and demonstrates the
ludicrous lengths to which past researchers have tried to interpret exactly
the vague recollection and instructions of the old village dancers .
Saturday afternoon was improvisation time, for we were divided into groups and
handed a picture of a Victorian love-knot - which has nothing to do with
bondage! We then had to choreograph a dance in a style of our choosing
inspired by the intricate pattern of the knot.
After fifteen minutes
discussion time , during which at least one person had to be restrained from
attacking another over a stylistic disagreement , the results of our labours
were to be performed in front of the gathered assembly. Obviously, some of
the dances worked better than others , but the most effective attempts produced
intricate hey-type figures .
After supper , Roy gave us ( and the unfortunate hiker mentioned above) a
sprawling lecture of near-epic proportions concering the historical background
of the Morris. I understand that a summaryis to be published in the next
edition of Morris Matters so I will not go into great detail but the Morris
was placed firmly into a Tudor and Post-Tudor context , and Roy described the
social, economic and political links with the other areas of Europe where
superficially
similar traditions
exist, such as Spain, France and the
Netherlands , although research is hamperedby the lack of European scholarship
concerning the subject available in English.
The question of earlier origins was addressed although these could not be
proved. The problem is to define the characteristics of what is distinctively
Morris as opposed to the other folk traditions scattered around Britain and
Eurpoe which incorporate many similar features, such as the use of disguises
or masks, garlands , etc . Obviously technological innovations, such as the
development of ribbon and suitable bell-making industries also play a part in
dating the appearance of the Morris.
Sunday began with the Pershore stick dance, with its ten complicated figures
and the Oucklington which, lik e the Bledington the day before, was danced in
the variety of different ways it had been recorded . The main exercise of the
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morning was to reconst ruct , from the original French notation , a basque stick
dance. "Here we have a very spectacular, very rhythmic dance", said the
introduction , "suitable for children 10-11 years ". Any feelings that this
would insult our intelligence , however, were soon dispelled as the
difficulties
in translation reduced us to learning the dance in very basic
terms such as "lift left foot , place left foot down" etc.
This emphasises just howdifficult it is to learn a dance from printed sources
alone , especially when we do not have the benefit of a standard jargon with
which we are already familiar. The results of this exercise were surprisingly
similar , but the aim was clearly to produce something danceable regardless of
whether it is technically or "traditionally " correct.
The weekendwas undoubtedly a success and stimulated a great deal of thought
and discussion about how we should perform the Morris.
Although the
limitations of space at Laine' s barn sometimes restricted the personal
expression possible in our dancing, the Morris in general must not be
restricted by too rigid concepts such as "ritual " or "tradition".
The world
is now a completely different place from when the old village dancers danced
in the 19th Century and we are now the "tradition " ourselves and must feel
free to borrow ideas from other "traditions" (such as the other European dance
forms covered by the weekend) and incorporate them ( sympatheti ca 11y, of
course) into the Morris.
To emphasise this point , we finished the weekend with a session on "Juniper
Hill ", a tradition invented by Roy in the Northamptonshire style in honour of
Flora Thompson. This had some very effective figures , including a novel type
of circular hey being used as a half-rounds , and fully succeeded in its aim
of being "charateristic of the area's Morris, but still being different ".
Like most dancers , I tend to take the musicians for granted, but thanks must
go to Alan Whear for his superb, rhythmic playing throughout the weekend,
which made us want to dance even when the legs were tired on Sunday afternoon
- is there any tune this man cannot play?!
Special thanks must also go to Tony Forster , who appeared to have organised
the event single-handedly and his work was much appreciated by all those
present .
But the weekend was undoubtedly Roy Dommett's, whose passion for the Morris
is obvious. This may well be his last instructional of such intensity , but
we can only hope that he continues to give us the benefit of his knowledge and
experience for years to come.
Jameson Wooders( with a little
and Shirley).

help from friends Tracy, Denise, Clive , Jerry
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Notes on Bidford, a workshop at the University of East Anglia in 1992.
Introduction
Bidford is a little danced tradition.
Its lack of popularity is partly due
to its being perceived as a simple single-step tradition with rather boring
dances. It is also due to there being no definitive dance notation.
In
Bacon's handbook, manyof the dances have two differing interpretions varying
widely in length, order, choruses and figures.
There are at least two
versions of the spiral.
Also, as at other villages, notably Adderbury, the
order and number of figures used in any particular dance were variable,
depending on the whimof the foreman and the stamina of the dancers and there
were a number of interchangeable figures used at the start or finish of a
dance. Dommettmentions that "Both double and single stepping was customary
(cf. Bampton)depending more on the dancer and foreman on each day rather than
any fixed rule " and concludes that "the tradition seems to have been very
flexible"
Sharp stated on p8 of his Morris Book Part 1, "We have omitted the three
Bidford dances , "Shepherds Hey", "Bluff King Hal" and "Morris Off", because
on further investigation, we found that the traditional authority upon which
they rested was less trustworthy than we had believed it to be" . Sharp felt
that the Bidford revival in 1886 by Mr D' Arcy Ferris to be more influenced by
nearby Ilmington than local tradition and went on to say "as we have reason
to believe that the Bidford menoriginally derived their dance from Ilmington,
we thought it better and safer in every way to give the dance in what we may
here call its original form" (i.e. Ilmington)
Fromthe foregoing , it is not at all surprising that foremen and dancers are
somewhatconfused and rarely attempt to dance Bidford. This is a pity , since
it has some interesting and original characteristics (e.g. the In-and-Out Hey)
and having relatively simple stepping, the easier dances are ideal for
beginners .
The following version of Bidford is that danced by Golden Star Morris and is
strongly influenced by the Bidford danced by Wheatsheaf Morris Men in the
1970's, which was reconstructed from the original notes by their foreman, Alan
Barber. Taking this as a starting point I have further developed and adapted
the dances, a natural process for a living tradition.
In order to make it
practical , I have had to make certain decisions about which figures to use
and in what order they should occur for each dance. The spirit of Bidford has
hopefully been maintained , although there are new movements and
interpretations made where the source material is vague or conflicting.
It
is only an interpretaion (one only has to see Shakespeare Morris Men for a
different and equally valid form of Bidford) but at Golden Star , we feel it
is a satisfying version that works and feels like the Morris.
Stepping
It is a single step tradition starting on the right foot. Bidford is a very
'angular' tradtion with an emphasis on the downwardmovement. Each leg is
lifed until the thigh is parallel with the ground with the knee bent at right
angles and the shin vertical.
John Grahamdescribing the Bidford revival side
explains the step as follows: "The step must have nothing mincing or dainty
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about it . 1t is jumping rather than gl iding . The first impression one gets
is that the whole attention is directed to the stamping of the feet upon the
ground, so as to make the bells jingle .
In the step , the forward movement
must have something of a kick in it. It is not walking, but high stepping"
There are six single steps followed by a jump to each phrase of music,
starting on the right foot. Armsare brought forward parallel with the ground
at about shoulder height and are brought down vigorously as the right foot
hops and raised to shoulder height as the left foot hops. In other words,
both hands follow the movementof the right thigh .
The Jump
Grahamdescribed the jump as follows, "This must not be so vigorous as to
cause a shock to the spine. One authority says the jump is done with the
heel , but it is done with the ball of the foot ; the Bidford men sprang on to
the toes , and only lightly touched the ground with the heel except at the end
of the dance". It should be a vigorous movementwith full use made of the
hand and arm movementsto obtain full height . If the jump is not followed by
stepping then the dancer lands feet together on the balls of the feet and
flexes the knees to absorb the impact befor e coming to rest. If the jump is
followed by stepping , then after landing feet together the dancer spr ings into
the air , raising the right knee ready for the next single step and land ing on
the left foot with a small hop.
The hands cross in front of the chest as they are lifted in a large circle
above the head for the ' show' and come to rest in the ' hands up surrender '
post ion with forearms vertical and elbows bent at 90'.
The sidestep
This is danced facing your partner with no turn of the body. The right foot
is placed in front , with the toe angled towards the right and the left foot
behind with the toe angled to the left . For the s ide step left , the position
of the feet is reversed.
It is almost a rocking movementlanding with more emphasis on the front foot
and pushing off with the ball of the foot behind. It is done to a dotted
rhythm, i .e . with a tune in 6/ 8 you land on the front foot for a crotchet , but
only touch on the rear foot for a quaver.
The handkerchiefs ar e fl icked wristily towards your partne r at head height
(clockwise with the right hand and anti -clockwi se with the left hand), with
the handkerchief ci r cling in a plane parallel with the ground. The chest and
face are forward, staring at your part ner , with the free hand placed on the
hip.
The short sidestep is 2 bars ssR, 1 bar ssl , 1 bar feet together jump (ftj) ,
On the hop the right foot is moved
i.e. R LR LR LR L hopR LR LR ftj.
back and the left foot brought forward for the sidestep left .
The long sidestep has no ftj, i. e. R LR LR LR hopR LR LR LR L hopL. On
the final hop the left foot is br ought back and the right knee raised forward
ready to commencestepping on the right foot .
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Sidestep twists
This is the name I have given to the specialised sidestep sequence that occurs
in Princess Royal. It is almost impossible to describe and the following is
intended to be an aide memoirerather than an accurate description . The feet
move as follows: hopL, R twist , L, R twist , L, R twist, L, hopR (done moving
to the right) L twist, R, L twist , R, L twist , R, hop L (done moving to the
left) . The twist is done by the heel , with the toe of the twisting foot
raised off the floor and moving in an arc to the right (or left).
The nontwisting foot is moved behind and to the right (or left) as in an ordinary
slip step. Whentwisting right , the right knee is 1ifted in front of the body
and the heel is brought down with the toe raised and pointing to the left.
The heel is twisted so that the toe now points to the right . The left leg
moves behind and to the right (as in a slip step) and the right leg is lifted
to start again. The reverse is done for the twists to the left.
Only small
steps are taken so the movementto the right and left is not great.
It is
best to practise this movementwith the B music to Princess Royal in mind.
It is difficult to master, but well worth the effort.
Whentwisting to the
right , the right arm is held up vertically, close to the head, with the left
hand down by the hi p. The arms are reversed when twisting to the left.
Slipstep
This is danced immediately after the sidestep twists, to the rest of the
Princess Royal B music. This is a comparatively simple novement, being
identical to the slipsteps in Black Joke Adderbury, often called screw down.
Slow Capers
The stepping for the slow caper is hopL, hopL, hopL, caper on to Rand hop on
R, hopR, hopR, hopR, caper on to L and hopL. The hands are in the "surrender"
position, as at the end of the ftj throughout . Whenhopping on the left foot ,
the right leg is bent at the knee and the right toe is lightly touched on the
ground, then the right heel is lightly touched on the ground, then the right
foot is hooked back without touching the ground (as in a Bledington hook leg)
before capering onto the right foot. The toe , heel , hook and caper sequence
is then repeated with the left foot .
Jonathan Hooton ©1992
Jonathan's ideas on figures and dances will be included in the next issue of
Morris Matters.
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